
Is Steve Jobs’ Mac tablet about to make an appearance? If you believe the Internet rumour mill, it sure is. Here’s the latest gossip:

The great gizmo guessing game
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Home button
Familiar to iPhone 
and iPod Touch 
users, it wakes the 
device or exits an 
app to bring you 
back to the desktop
Photograph at 
macobserver.com

Finger or stylus input
Can be orientated vertically or horizontally, allowing 
control using either your fingers (multi-touch) or a stylus 
for more precise drawing or writing. In horizontal 
mode, it offers the width of a sheet of letter-sized paper

Steve Jobs is 
expected to 
announce 
the existence 
of the device 
on Tuesday, 
Jan. !"

!G compatibility
Will come with !G 
connectivity built in. 
May also have free 
connection to 
certain websites like 
Facebook or Twitter
The Globe And Mail

Reading
Dubbed the 
‘Kindle killer,’ it 
will let you 
read books and 
newspapers
gizmodo.com

Casing
Unibody aluminum 
construction similar 
to that used in the 
MacBook Pro 
reuters.com

Memory
Like Apple’s MacBook Air, the 
tablet will have up to "#$GB of 
solid state memory – adding 
several hunded dollars to the 
machine’s cost
appleinsider.com

Cost
Expect to pay somewhere in 
the region of $$%%-$",%%%
gizmodo.com

Loudspeaker
Built in speaker 
Photograph at 
macobserver.com

Apple has bought the website 
domain name ‘iSlate.com’

gizmodo.com

Web cam
Much like 
Apple  
computers,
it will have a 
built-in camera
Leaked by 
France Telecom’s
deputy chief 
executive
Stéphane Richard,
pcworld.com
and a photograph at 
macobserver.com

IS IT THE ‘iSLATE’?

Recent Apple patents give us a 
clue as to what they’ve been 
working on

Jan. ", #$%$ New design for 
touch screens that can make 
them thinner and brighter

Nov. %#, #$$& Patent application 
to use a stylus for input to a 
newly advanced tablet

HERE’S THE SKINNY

Display
Fingerprint-

resistant oleophobic 
coating

PATENTLY OBVIOUS

Touch screen for MacBook-Tablet

Pen-based input tablet

July, #$$' Patent divulges a 
laptop that can be converted into 
a tablet device

Notebook-tablet hybrid design

Dec. %", #$$& Patent application 
reveals high-end !-D interface that 
tracks a users’ head

!-D interface

INTERACTION

patentlyapple.com
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